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• One economic region with many governments 

○ 10 First Nations 

○ 13 Municipalities

• Second slowest recovery from the 2008 Financial Crisis 

Needed a different approach.
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• Non-profit organization founded 

in 2016 

• Collaborative model based on 

the Halifax Partnership 

• Municipal funding formula 

supported by membership 

• Intention to work with First 

Nations from the beginning 

South Island Prosperity Project



Our Approach

● Long Game > Quick Fixes

● Relationships First 

● Collaboration + Innovation

Impact

● One Member = One Vote

● Third Party 

● Embrace ambiguity 

● Stronger when we 
work together



The Partnership Today:

● Collaborative alliance of 70+ public and 
private-sector partners in Greater 
Victoria

● Initiatives:

○ FDI & Global Branding

○ Cluster Development

○ Events & Thought Leadership

■ Rising Economy Week

■ Ideas + Impact

○ Workforce Development



Building 

Relationships





Members & Partners



A Regional Economic Response 
to COVID-19

Rising Economy Taskforce 
& Reboot Report
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● To avoid duplication and wasted energy, SIPP 

identified the need for strong regional 

coordination

● Mobilized members to form Rising Economy 

Taskforce – launched April 16, 2020

Together we’re stronger.
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TASKFORCE LAUNCHED

• 40 leaders from three levels of government, First 

Nations, private-sector, NGOs and post-secondary 

institutions

• 10 sector committees formed; each lead impact 

analysis, engagement/outreach

APRIL 2020

COMMITTEE REPORTS PUBLISHED

• Committees release independent reports containing 160+ 

recommendations 

AUGUST 2020

REBOOT REPORT LAUNCHED

• Final Reboot Report released November 16, 2020; 

culminating with the launch of Rising Economy Week 

NOVEMBER 2020

WORKING GROUP REVIEW

• Building on committee reports,Taskforce works with 

MNP to identify 40 recommendations within 10 

“Recovery Pillars” to support response, recovery & 

resilience

SEPTEMBER & 

OCTOBER 2020 

ONGOING MONITORING & 

ENGAGEMENT

2021 ONWARDS
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● Indigenous Economy

● Agriculture, Food & Beverage

● Education & Skills Development

● Ocean and Marine

● Real Estate and Construction 

● Retail Services and Restaurants

● Tech and Advanced Manufacturing,

● Tourism Arts Culture Sports and Recreation

● Transportation

Read the reports here.

https://southislandprosperity.ca/rising-economy-taskforce/
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Indigenous Economy Committee 

The pandemic has highlighted the need for the Indigenous economy —

its workers, businesses and members — to diversify and increase 

resilience. 

To achieve this, challenges associated with infrastructure, upskilling, 

administration, promotion, resourcing and funding must be met with:

● leveraging the unique arts and culture of Indigenous communities;

● better integrate Indigenous businesses and the young and growing 

workforce into the broader economy; and

● increased sharing of best (wise) practices 
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3.3.3

Incubate and spin off a regional Indigenous economic development 

office for the South Island 

a) Pursue pilot funding to enhance collaboration amongst First Nations as 

a key milestone along the path to a formalized agency 

Leads: SIPP (short-term), First Nations (long-term)

Supports: B.C. Ministry of Indigenous Relations and Reconciliation, 

Western Economic Diversification Canada (WD), SIPP (longterm), Capital 

Regional District (CRD) 

Timeline: 0-12months (to initiate)
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The IPC will augment and amplify economic and workforce development 

activities taken at an individual Nation level while also providing essential 

services to smaller Nations that cannot currently support these services. 

Specific roles of the IPC might include support for:

● enhanced cooperation and communication among Indigenous 

communities

● coordinated joint initiatives such as procurement bids or training 

● upskilling and leadership training, micro-credential programs

● identification and pursuit of procurement opportunities

● design and launch of an Indigenous centralized employment agency
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● Ten South Island First Nations have been invited to direct the 

governance of the IPC along with the Victoria Native Friendship 

Centre, the Métis Nation of Greater Victoria and SIPP, which will 

incubate the centre. 

● Phase 1 funding being identified to support engagement, 

governance and business plan development 

● The IPC seeks partnerships with the B.C. government, the federal 

government, local municipalities and industry.



Learnings & 

Invitations
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What Worked:

● Existing, active relationships helped us move quickly and effectively 

● Existing structures for communicating and collaborating supported 

response 

● Structure of the Taskforce:

○ Independent Committee Reports gave voice to different sectors 

○ Amplification supported engagement

○ Co-chairs - the diversity of voices highlighted the bigger picture and 

how it connects

○ For most committees the people at the table were leading the 

response 

○ Tied into other efforts (Tourism)

Made clear how interconnected everything is. 
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● Continue building relationships

● Ensure staff are working together

● Streamline systems before we need them 

● Can be tough to fund collaboration

Our Next Steps:

● Incubate & spin off the Indigenous Prosperity Centre

● Continue engaging region to monitor and support recovery 

● Continue convening as a third party

● Learn from experience to date 
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● Just do it! Reach out and talk to people.

● Develop systems to improve and sustain collaboration 

○ Build relationships with staff 

● Trust that strength comes from collaboration and relationships

● Download and read the Guide

● Reach out to Cando or SIPP to continue the conversation



Thank you

www.southislandprosperity.ca

Collaboration today. 

Prosperity tomorrow.



Reference
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• South Island Prosperity Partnership

• About the Rising Economy Taskforce

• Reboot Report

• Indigenous Economy Report 

• Inclusive Economy Report

https://southislandprosperity.ca/
https://southislandprosperity.ca/rising-economy-taskforce/
https://southislandprosperity.ca/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/Reboot_Greater-Victorias-Economic-Recovery-Plan-2020-2022_SIPP-FINAL.pdf
https://southislandprosperity.ca/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Complete-Indigenous-Committee-Report.pdf
https://southislandprosperity.ca/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Complete-Inclusive-Committee-Report.pdf
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TIMELY & IMPACTFUL – Will the recommendation demonstrate measurable outcomes 
tied to the economic recovery? Will the recommendation have an impact on multiple 
segments of people and multiple sectors?

What we scored:
❏ Will recommendation result in measurable outcomes tied to economic 

recovery?
❏ Does this recommendation have a broad impact on people?
❏ Does this recommendation have a broad impact on sectors? 

Weighting



What we scored:
❑ Is there funding available for this recommendation?
❑ Does this recommendation outline a clear owner with the ability and 

capacity to execute this recommendation within the planned timeframe? 

Weighting

FEASIBLE & MEASURABLE – Can it be implemented with existing institutions, policies, 
funding programs and administrative capacity? 



Working Group Process

● MNP analyzed the 160+ recommendations made by the 10 
committees by applying a scoring matrix to make priorities. 

● The scoring matrix was developed by taking the recommendation 
criteria given to each committee 

● Met 3 times. Validated by committees. 

● Timelines, risk and complexity were assessed but not included in 
overall scoring. 

● In total, MNP assessed over 2000 data points.


